FULL-SERVICE TURNKEY COVID-19 VACCINATION SOLUTIONS

PAE provides COVID-19 vaccine administration services at fixed sites (indoor or outdoor) or via a mobile capability with a focus on supporting underserved populations that traditional hubs (hospitals & pharmacies) have difficulty reaching.

Scalable, Flexible, & Adaptable Approach—
- Individual operational plan to solve a client’s specific requirements (developed vaccine distribution and administration plans for both Wisconsin and Georgia that address their ever-changing requirements)
- Rapidly mobilize and focus resources (people, equipment, supplies, services)
- Deep clinical and operational personnel pool to staff up any number of sites simultaneously
- Fully scalable in size and duration to adapt to meet ever-changing requirements across multiple localities to address response needs through distributed concept of operations
- Augment vaccine distribution from hubs to spokes and PODs (last mile delivery)
- Establish mobile, community-based and drive-thru clinics based on vaccine availability and population eligibility
- Continuous improvement: visited and was briefed on FLA vaccine concept for gathered lessons learned

Information Management & Operational Integration—
- Incorporate a robust command and control capability to monitor changing events and support an overall unity of effort with all organizations and agencies within the National Response Framework including State, tribal and local governments
- Provide vaccine inventory management
- Provide patient portal registration, integration into state immunization registries and 3rd party billing for insurance reimbursement via an interoperable healthcare management system

PROVEN SUCCESS

PAE has been successfully executing COVID-19 response programs for U.S. federal, state, and local governments; Native American Sovereign Nations; and other commercial customers since early 2019.

Corporate Experience—
- Georgia Alternate Care Facility/ COVID-19 Field Hospital (April 2020 - present)
- Southeastern Conference COVID-19 Testing Services (August 2020 - present)
- Navajo NATION Comprehensive COVID-19 Response (Sept 2020 - present)

PAE Discriminators—
- Robust clinical recruiting infrastructure
- Established models and protocols for vaccine dispensary
- Established logistics and major healthcare infrastructure (ultra-cold storage/ transport; personal PPE/medical supply; etc.)

FOR MORE INFORMATION

PAE provides the U.S. Government and other customers worldwide with health services; expeditionary logistics, base/facilities operations, infrastructure support, construction, peace support/stability operations, and training services. https://www.pae.com/
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